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moist winds are forced up by a mountain harrier as the
westerlies are by the Rockies in Canada and the south east
trade winds are by the eastern highlands of Australia they
precipitate their moisture on the windward slope giving it a
heavy rainfall while the lee side remains comparatively dry
3    The influence of ocean currents
Where the winds blow on shore they carry the temperature
effects of the ocean currents running along the coast with
them The surface currents are largely determined by the
wind system and the general effect may be likened to the
spinning of a wheel To start the wheel spinning one
pushes the nm in the direction of spin and the spin could
be helped by pushing one way on the top side and m the
opposite direction on the bottom side. A similar circulation
is given to the waters by the trade winds and the westerlies
which stir the surface water in opposite directions Thus in
the South Pacific the trades blowing off shore from Peru
push the cool surface waters nearer the equator This
stream sweeps past the Galapagos Islands as the commence-
ment of the South Equatorial Current Pushed to the west
by the steady trades and becoming warmer all the time it
sends off branches among the many island groups and passes
on down the Australian coast as the East Australian Current
It then sets westward under the influence of the westerly
winds until it unites with the smaller branches in a drift
towards South America becoming steadily cooler This
drift splits on the wedge of Cape Horn one current passing
up the west coast as the cold Humboldt Current to join the
South Equatorial Current again
Off the coast of California the north-east trades set t*p
a similar current which sweeps north as the North
Equatorial Current and turns round by way of Japan as

